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Purpose of the Project Submission Workbook
The purpose of this Project Submission Workbook is to assist proponents in the preparation of the
Green Infrastructure Stream – Climate Change Mitigation sub-stream online submission form.
PROPONENTS ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE PROJECT SUBMISSIONS ONLINE
Instructions to SAVE and LOAD Partially Completed Project Submission Forms:
Data from a partially completed form can be saved to your computer. Clicking the SAVE button on the
online form will generate a .DATA file, which can be found in your Downloads folder.
When you are ready to resume work, reopen the stream specific online form and then click the LOAD
button. This will prompt you to select the saved .DATA file from your computer. Doing this will reload
the data you previously populated in the form.
The .DATA file is specific to the online platform and its only purpose is for loading partially completed
forms.
Completing the Project Submission Questions
A project submission form is not considered fully complete and ready for review until all required
information has been provided. This includes mandatory questions in the online form and the submission
of mandatory supporting documents and optional supporting documents identified in the form. Project
submissions will not be considered until they are fully completed.
If a proponent encounters a question(s) in the form that is not applicable to the project they are
submitting, complete the question(s) with “not applicable”.
If a proponent encounters a question(s) they are unsure how to answer, refer to the Program Guide
and/or Project Submission Workbook or contact the Manitoba Strategic Infrastructure Secretariat (MSIS)
for additional assistance. Please refer to the Program Guide for contact information.

SECTION 1. ELIGIBILITY
1.1 Proponent Eligibility:
Proponents must identify under one of the following categories in order to be considered eligible under
ICIP:


Municipal or regional government established by or under provincial statute.



Public sector body that is established by or under provincial statute or by regulation and is
wholly-owned by Manitoba.



For-profit public sector body wholly-owned by a municipal or regional government.



Not-for-profit public sector body wholly-owned by a municipal or regional government.
 In the Supporting Documents section of the online form, proponents must provide
evidence of their not-for-profit status.
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Public for-profit institution (when working in collaboration with a municipality), that is directly or
indirectly authorized, under the terms of provincial or federal statute, or royal charter, to deliver
post-secondary courses or programs that lead to recognized and transferable postsecondary credentials.
 Proponent must identify the municipality they are working with and a contact person from that
municipality (Municipality, Name, Title, and Email).
 In the Supporting Documents section of the online form, proponents must provide
documentation acknowledging support from the municipality the proponent is working in
collaboration with.



Public not-for-profit institution (when working in collaboration with a municipality), that is
directly or indirectly authorized, under the terms of provincial or federal statute, or royal charter,
to deliver post-secondary courses or programs that lead to recognized and transferable
post-secondary credentials.
 Proponent must identify the municipality they are working with and a contact person from that
municipality (Municipality, Name, Title, and Email).
 In the Supporting Documents section of the online form, proponents must provide evidence of
not-for-profit status.
 In the Supporting Documents section of the online form, proponents must provide
documentation acknowledging support from the municipality the proponent is working in
collaboration with.



For-profit organization working in collaboration with one or more of the entities referred to
above or an Indigenous government listed below.
 Proponent must identify the entity they are working with and a contact person from that
organization (Entity, Name, Title, and Email).
 In the Supporting Documents section of the online form, proponents must provide
documentation acknowledging support from the eligible entity the proponent is working in
collaboration with.



Not-for-profit organization
 In the Supporting Documents section of the online form, proponent must provide evidence of
not-for-profit status.



Province of Manitoba
 Proponents are to contact the Manitoba Strategic Infrastructure Secretariat directly to submit
projects.



Indigenous proponent under one of the following groups:
o

Band Council within the meaning of section 2 of the Indian Act.

o

First Nation, Inuit or Metis government or authority established pursuant to a selfgovernment agreement or a comprehensive land claim agreement between Her Majesty the
Queen in Right of Canada and an Indigenous people of Canada, that has been approved,
given effect and declared valid by federal legislation.

o

First Nation, Inuit or Metis government that is established by or under legislations whether
federal or provincial that incorporates a governance structure.
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o

Not-for-profit organization whose central mandate is to improve Indigenous outcomes,
working in collaboration with one or more of the Indigenous entities referred to above, a
municipality, or Manitoba.
 Proponent must identify the organization they are working with and a contact person from
that organization (Entity, Name, Title, and Email).
 In the Supporting Documents section of the online form, proponents must provide
evidence of not-for-profit status.
 In the Supporting Documents section of the online form, proponents must provide
documentation acknowledging support from the municipality the proponent is working in
collaboration with.

A Council/Board/Band Council or other appropriate governing body resolution authorizing the project
to proceed and committing the proponent’s contribution share of project funding will be required
from all proponents in the Supporting Documents section.
1.2 Project Eligibility Conditions:
Under ICIP, various eligibility conditions may apply to a project. Proponents are required to confirm
each of the following eligibility conditions:
Q.

This project supports public infrastructure, defined as tangible capital assets primarily for public use
and/or benefit.

Q.

Does the project include investments in a building (investments include rehabilitation, new or
expansion construction)? (Yes/No)
 If YES, confirm the following:
 I acknowledge that the project must meet or exceed any applicable energy efficiency
standards for buildings outlined in the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and
Climate Change as at the date Canada may approve the project
(https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/weather/climatechange/pan-canadianframework.html).


Q.

I further acknowledge that this project may be required to meet requirements under
Manitoba's Green Building Program
(https://www.gov.mb.ca/finance/greenbuilding/index.html).

Is the asset public facing (the general public will have access to the asset)? (Yes/No)
 If YES, confirm the following:
 I acknowledge that this project must meet or exceed the requirement of the highest published
accessibility standard in a jurisdiction in addition to applicable provincial building codes and
relevant municipal by-laws.

Projects submitted under the Green - Climate Change Mitigation sub-stream are required to complete a
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Mitigation Assessment (See Program Guide for details on Federal Climate
Lens Assessments).
Q.

Has a Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Mitigation Assessment been completed for this project? (Yes/No)
 If YES, submit a copy of the assessment with the supporting documents.
 If NO, a copy of the assessment is required in order for the project submission to be considered
complete.
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Q.

This project does not involve inter-city bus, rail, port or ferry infrastructure that are not part of a
public transit system.

Q.

Is this project submission for an energy retrofit project? (Yes/No)
 If YES, Energy retrofit projects are only eligible if they are on assets that are eligible for funding
under ICIP or under the National Housing Strategy
(https://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/nhs?utm _source=banfield-google&utm_medium=search&utm
_campaign=toolkit&utm_content=generaleng&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIkrbJ9KuR4gIVuhtBh1CwQgeEAAYASAAEgJ1XvD _BwE).

Q.

Does this project involve higher order rapid transit, the adoption of vehicles that use a renewable
fuel source in a public transit fleet, or active transportation? (Yes/No)
 If YES, projects must be consistent with land-use or transportation plan or strategy, and where
applicable, are approved plans of regional transportation bodies.
 If YES, identify which plan/strategy the project is consistent with and if the plan/strategy is
approved by a regional transportation body (if so, include which body)?

Q.

This project does not involve emergency services infrastructure.

SECTION 2. PROPONENT DETAILS
Proponents are required to confirm the following details:
 Name of Organization (Primary Proponent)
 Name(s) of Partner Organization(s) and nature of partnership (if applicable)
Proponents that identify Partner Organization(s) will be required to submit evidence of partnerships
(such as letters of support from partner(s)) in the Supporting Documents section of the online form.
Primary Proponent Mailing Address:
 Address (Line 1)
 Address (Line 2)
 Town/City
 Province
 Postal Code
Primary Contact (from the Proponent Organization):
 Full Name
 Title/Position
 Phone
 Email
Secondary Contact (optional)
 Full Name
 Title/Position
 Phone
 Email
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SECTION 3. PROJECT DETAILS
3.1 Project Type:
Proponents are required to confirm project type from the following categories:
 Energy Efficiency
 Other (please specify)
Proponents are required to confirm the following project details:
 Project Title (Enter a brief, descriptive name for your project. It should consist of a concise but
meaningful reference to a distinct project scope.)
Example: Recreation Complex Energy Retrofit


Brief Project Description (Enter a brief description of the project including high level components
of the work and the intended Outcome(s))
Example: Installation of energy efficient building systems and associated works including:
new windows, exterior doors and an electric heating source.



Detailed list of the work involved with the project (Enter any known specific components of the
project including quantitative values where possible and appropriate)
Example:
1) RFP for engineering consultant to design energy efficient upgrades in line with LEED
Silver standards.
2) Engage contractor to undertake upgrades inclusive of:
a) Installation of 19 new windows;
b) Redesign the building’s two main entrances for and install new exterior door systems;
and
c) Replace natural gas heating source which requires replacement with high efficiency
electric heating source.
3) Engage Manitoba Hydro to install additional lines/services to meet building’s new
electrical demands.



Physical location or address of the project (for linear assets include start/end points).



Describe what types of land ownership are required for the completion of the project? Select all
that apply from the following:
 Federal
 Provincial
 Municipal
 Private
 Other (example: Indigenous or other level of government). Specify what types of
ownership are required.



Describe why the project is needed and how need was assessed.



Confirm whether the Primary Proponent will own and operate the asset. (Yes/No)
 If NO, provide additional information regarding asset ownership and operation. This must
include the name, the type of entity, and a brief description of the arrangement.

When a proponent is not the owner of the asset that results from the project, evidence of authorization
to undertake the project must be provided from the asset owner(s) and is a required supporting
document in order for your project submission to be considered complete (Example: land title
document, corporation papers, etc.).
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Confirm whether the employment of any of the following groups will be considered during project
procurement/construction: apprentices, Indigenous peoples, women, persons with disabilities,
veterans, youth, recent immigrants, and small/medium-sized enterprises and social enterprises.
(Yes/No)
 If YES, describe which groups will be considered.

Projects with Total Eligible Costs of $10 million or more are required to report on Community
Employment Benefits (see Program Guide for more information on Community Employment Benefits
reporting).
3.2 Project Schedule
Q. Has the project started? (Yes/No)
 If YES, provide a brief description of what components have been initiated.
Note: Costs incurred before Project approval, and any and all expenditures related to contracts signed
prior to Project approval, are ineligible except for expenditures associated with completing Climate
Lens Assessments as required under ICIP.
Q.

Indicate percentage of project design that has been completed as of project submission date.
Select from the following:
 not started
 up to 25%
 26-50%
 51-75%
 76-100%

Q.

Indicate Forecasted Construction Start Date (Select from calendar YYYY/MM/DD)

Q.

Indicate Forecasted Construction End Date (Select from calendar YYYY/MM/DD)

Note: Project must be complete by no later than October 31, 2027.
3.3 Project Works
Q. Indicate the percentage (%) for each of the project work options:
 New
 Rehabilitation
 Expansion
 Other (Provide an explanation on the nature of the project)
3.4 Population Benefits:
Q. What is the population that will be directly served by this project (using 2016 Statistic Canada
Census data https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/hlt-fst/pdpl/Table.cfm?Lang=Eng&T= 302&SR=1&S=86&O=A&RPP=9999&PR=46)?
Q.

Does the project benefit more than one community? (Yes/No)
 If YES, list the communities that will use the infrastructure and their corresponding
populations (using 2016 Statistic Canada Census data https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/censusrecensement/2016/dp-pd/hlt-fst/pd-pl/Table.cfm?Lang=Eng&T=302&SR=1&S=86&O=A&RPP
=9999&PR=46).
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SECTION 4. PROJECT OUTCOMES
A Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Mitigation Assessment is a federal requirement for project submissions under
the Green Infrastructure Stream - Climate Change Mitigation sub-stream.
Projects submitted under the ICIP Green Infrastructure Stream - Climate Change Mitigation sub-stream
must meet at least one of the sub-stream Outcomes to be eligible. However, proponents will be asked
to identify all the applicable Outcomes that the project will deliver on and provide anticipated results that
will be achieved at project conclusion, as required.
For Outcomes that would result in a change to the condition of an asset, the assets Physical Condition
will be measured on a 5-point scale, as defined below:
Very
Poor:
Poor:
Fair:
Good:
Very
Good:

The asset is unfit for sustained service. Near or beyond expected service life, widespread
signs of advanced deterioration, some assets may be unusable.
Increasing potential of affecting service. The asset is approaching end of service life;
condition below standard and a large portion of system exhibits significant deterioration.
The asset requires attention. The assets show signs of deterioration and some elements
exhibit deficiencies.
The asset is adequate. Acceptable, generally within mid stage of expected service life.
Asset is fit for the future. Well maintained, good condition, new or recently rehabilitated.

OUTCOME: INCREASED CAPACITY TO MANAGE MORE RENEWABLE ENERGY
Proponents must confirm renewable energy type from the list provided, and complete the corresponding
fields for each category selected. All applicable renewable energy types should be selected. A minimum
of one energy type is required.

Renewable Energy Type

% of province’s electricity
supply generated from this
clean energy source before
investment
(Megawatts/year)

% of province’s electricity
supply generated from this
clean energy source at
project conclusion
Megawatts/year)

Solar
Wind
Ocean
Hydropower
Biomass
Geothermal resources
Biofuels
Hydrogen derived from renewable
resources
Q.

Describe how the project increases capacity to manage renewable energy.
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OUTCOME: INCREASED ACCESS TO CLEAN ENERGY TRANSPORTATION
Proponents must select from the following and complete the corresponding fields for each category
selected.


Alternative fuel station
 Number of assets receiving investment



Electric recharging stations
 Level 1
 Number of assets receiving investment
 Level 2
 Number of assets receiving investment
 Level 3
 Number of assets receiving investment

Q.

How will the project increase access to clean energy transportation?

Q.

If the project supports the use of an alternative fuel, what type of fuel is supported (Answer ‘N/A’ if
not applicable)?

Q.

What is the expected level of use that the new infrastructure will support? (Example: estimated
number of vehicles expected to use the infrastructure daily)

Q.

Does the project increase the use of low carbon energy in Manitoba’s transportation sector?
(Yes/No)
 If YES, describe.

OUTCOME: INCREASED GENERATION OF CLEAN ENERGY
Proponents must confirm clean energy type from the list provided, and complete the corresponding fields
for each category selected. All applicable clean energy types should be selected. A minimum of one
energy type is required.
Clean Energy Type

Megawatts generated
before investment

Megawatts generated at
project conclusion

Solar
Wind
Ocean
Hydropower
Biomass
Geothermal resources
Biofuels
Hydrogen derived from renewable resources
Q.

Describe how the project creates or increases the generation of clean energy that will supply the
community.
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Q.

Have you considered the effect of this project on future carbon and energy costs? (Yes/No)
 If YES, what will be the increase or decrease in the cost of energy ($/kWh) as a result of
implementing the project?

OUTCOME: INCREASED ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDINGS
Proponents must complete the fields below.


Name and description of building.



Energy intensity (expressed in gigajoules of energy consumption per square metres of floor area
(Gj/m2)) of the building before investment.



Energy intensity (expressed in gigajoules of energy consumption per square metres of floor area
(Gj/m2)) of the building at project conclusion.



Select energy efficiency certification type(s):
o BOMA BEST,
o Green Key Eco-Rating Program,
o Greenleaf,
o LEED-Platinum,
o LEED-Gold,
o LEED-Silver,
o LEED,
o Green Globes,
o Other (Describe)

Q.

Will the project reduce the amount of energy consumed in an existing or new community building?
(Yes/No)
 If YES, describe how the energy efficiency will be increased and how the energy used by the
building will be reduced by the project.

Q.

Does the project include the use of renewable energy generation to reduce the energy needed in a
building? (Example: solar photovoltaics (PV) for electricity or solar thermal for hot water) (Yes/No)
 If YES, describe the renewable energy used.
 If YES, what is the estimated annual energy contribution (in gigajoules) of the renewable
portion of the project?

The following questions apply regardless of Outcome(s) selected.
Q.

Will the project incorporate innovative and emerging technologies/methods? (Yes/No)
 If YES, describe the innovative technology/methods, equipment or products that will be used in
the project.
 If YES, has the technology that will be used in the project been proven to work in its final form
and under expected operating conditions? (Yes/No)
 If YES, explain.
 If NO, describe any risk(s) specific to the use of new or innovative technologies and
explain how they will be mitigated.
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Q.

Confirm if any of the following environmental benefits apply during the construction, design or
operation of the project (select all that apply and describe how applicable):
 A reduction in the use of natural resources
 A reduction of impacts upon or protection, enhancement or restoration of the natural
environment or wildlife habitat
 Recovery or the reuse of resources
 A reduction in the greenhouse gas emissions during construction
 The use of natural assets to deliver a service normally provided by built infrastructure.

Q.

If your project will deliver additional ICIP Outcomes from the other funding streams, list the
Outcome(s) and the applicable indicator(s) which demonstrate how the Outcome(s) will be met.

SECTION 5. PROJECT FINANCES
5.1 General
Q. Is there a Council/Board/Band Council or other appropriate governing body resolution authorizing
the project to proceed and committing the proponent share of project funding (see
http://manitoba.ca/icip for sample resolution)? (Yes/No)
 If YES, a copy of the resolution must be submitted with the supporting documents.
 If NO, a copy of the resolution is required in order for the project submission to be considered
complete.
Q.

Is the project included in an approved documented financial plan? (Yes/No)
 If YES, a copy of the approved documented financial plan showing where the project is
included, is required to be submitted with the supporting documents.
 If NO, indicate why the project is not in the financial plan and when it will be included.

Q.

If there are cost overruns, what plans are in place, beyond contingencies, to fund the unforeseen
cost increases?

Note: ICIP does not provide additional federal/provincial funds to cover cost overruns.
5.2 Project Submission History
Q. Has this project (or related components or phases) been the subject of other grant application(s)?
(Yes/No)
 If YES, complete the following (maximum of five (5) grants can be listed, prioritize approved or
pending grants first):
 Program Name
 Project Title
 Status of application:
 Successful
 Unsuccessful
 Under evaluation
 If successful, how much was approved, or if unsuccessful or still under evaluation, how
much was requested?
 Additional comments:
For multiple grants, complete the above fields for first grant, then select [ADD A GRANT] button to
include additional grants.
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5.3 Project Costs
Proponents are required to submit a completed Detailed Project Cost Estimates Worksheet with the
supporting documents in order for a project submission to be considered complete (template available at
http://manitoba.ca/icip).
Projects with total estimated eligible expenditures of $10 million or more will be subject to federal
Climate Lens Assessments and Community Employment Benefits reporting (see Program Guide for
details).
Proponents are required to confirm the following:
 Total Gross Project Costs
 Total Ineligible Project Costs
(See Program Guide for information on eligible and ineligible costs)
 If applicable, provide a brief description of ineligible project costs.
At this point, the form will automatically generate the Total Eligible Project Costs.
If the Detailed Project Cost Estimates Worksheet does not directly correspond with the above
amounts, proponents will be asked to clarify the variance between the costs or provide an explanation in
supporting documents.
Note: Costs incurred before project approval, and any and all expenditures related to contracts signed
prior to project approval, are ineligible except for expenditures associated with completing climate
lens assessments as required under ICIP.
5.4 ICIP Program Contributions (Federal/Provincial Shares)
ICIP Federal and Provincial program cost-shares vary depending on the funding stream and the
category of proponent. Based on information submitted in the project submission, the form will
automatically generate an estimate of the ICIP Program Contribution and Proponent Contribution
toward eligible and ineligible project costs. The remaining financial questions will be based on these
amounts. Please note these contribution amounts may vary after review.
Estimated ICIP Program Contribution (Toward Eligible Project Costs)
$ Amount:
This amount is automatically calculated based on the ICIP funding stream, eligible proponent type,
and total eligible projects costs identified in the online form.
Estimated Proponent Contribution (Toward Eligible and Ineligible Project Costs)
$ Amount:
This amount is automatically calculated based on the ICIP funding stream, eligible proponent type,
and total eligible projects costs identified in the online form.
Q.

Are you requesting less than the Estimated ICIP Program Contribution? (Yes/No)
 If YES, indicate lower amount of ICIP Program Contribution that is being requested (Reduced
Estimated ICIP Program Contribution).
 If YES, provide a brief explanation.

At this point, the form will automatically generate a revised Estimated Proponent Contribution (Toward
Eligible and Ineligible Project Costs).
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5.5 Estimated ICIP Program Contribution Cash Flow Projections (Federal/Provincial Shares)
Proponents are required to provide a forecast of the Estimated ICIP Program Contribution amount, or
lower requested amount, to be CLAIMED each fiscal year (April 1 to March 31) for the duration of the
project. Total cash flow projections must equal the ICIP Program Contribution. Once all fiscal year
cash flow projections are entered, the “Cash Flow Remaining” total will equal $0.
For multiple years, complete the Fiscal Year and Contribution Amount fields for first fiscal year, then
select [ADD] button to include additional fiscal year contributions.
Q.

Cash Flow Remaining
(automatically generated with balance to be cash flowed based on the Estimated ICIP Program
Contribution Amount)

Q.

Fiscal Year (April 1 – March 31) select from a drop down list of years

Q.

Federal/Provincial ICIP Program Contribution Amount (enter $ amount)

5.6 Proponent Contributions
Based on information provided above, the form will automatically generate the Estimated Proponent
Contribution for the project.
Q.

Is funding secured for the total Estimated Proponent Contribution? (Yes/No)
 If NO, what is the total amount of Unsecured Funding? (Exclude the ICIP Program Contribution
and any secured or anticipated borrowing from this total)
 If NO, provide an explanation that accounts for the total amount of unsecured funding.

5.7 Borrowing (Secured and Unsecured)
Q. Will any part of the Estimated Proponent Contribution come from borrowing? (Yes/No)
 If YES, how much is expected to come from borrowing?
 If YES, is proper authorization in place to borrow funds for this project? Example: Municipal
Board approval or board resolution. (Yes/No)




If YES, describe what authorization is in place.
If YES, submit a copy of the approved borrowing bylaw or authorizing resolution with the
supporting documents.
If YES, is the amount expected to come from borrowing already secured, such as by a
pre-approved loan, confirmed line of credit or availability of reserve funds etc.? (Yes/No)
 If YES, if requested, what evidence of this secured borrowing could be provided to
Manitoba?
 If NO, when and how will authorization for the borrowing be sought and secured?
(Example: referendum, etc.)
 If NO, is public/stakeholder approval required to approve borrowing? (Yes/No)
 If NO, describe why approval is not required in order to borrow.
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INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FUNDING SOURCES
Proponents are required to identify all secured internal and external project funding sources. Once
this section is completed, the total Internal and External Secured Funding Sources added to any
identified Unsecure Funding and Borrowing must equal the Estimated Proponent Contribution.
CAUTION: The use of federal Gas Tax Funds (GTF) toward ICIP project costs are restricted
according to the federal stacking limits of ICIP. Therefore, in most cases, GTF is an ineligible
source of funding for projects approved under this program. Do not include the use of GTF as
a contribution toward this project unless you have confirmed it is within the stacking limits of
the federal funding requested.
5.8 Internal Secured Funding (such as reserve funds)
Q. Are there Internal Secured Funding sources for this project? (Yes/No)
 If YES, confirm the following for each internal funding source:
 Source of Funds
 Funding Amount
 Is this source of funds readily accessible? (Yes/No)
Evidence of internal secured funds must be submitted with the supporting documents in order for
the project submission to be considered complete. Example: Bank statements, staff reports or
resolutions of board/council directing the use of reserve funds.
For multiple funding sources, complete the above fields for first internal funding source, then select
[ADD NEW FUND] button to include additional funding source(s).
5.9 External Secured Funding (such as joint partner funds or private investments)
Q. Are there External Secured Funding sources for this project? (Yes/No)
 If YES, confirm the following for each external funding source:
 Source of Funds (Please clearly specify if this is a federal or provincial source)
 Funding Amount
 Is this source of funds readily accessible? (Yes/No)
Evidence of external secured funds must be submitted with the supporting documents in order for
the project submission to be considered complete. Example: partnership funding commitment
letter.
For multiple funding sources, complete the above fields for first internal funding source, then select
[ADD NEW FUND] button to include additional funding source(s).
5.10 Project Phasing
Q. Is this project a phase or component of a larger project? (Yes/No)
 If YES, provide a description of the phases, including any funding for past and/or future phases
and estimated timelines.
Q.

Can the project, as submitted, be broken into smaller phases if full funding is not available?
(Yes/No)
 If YES, describe how it can be phased including financial details and construction timeline
estimates.
 If NO, explain why the project cannot be phased.
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SECTION 6. MANAGEMENT and PLANNING
6.1 General Management and Planning:
Q.
Please list affected or interested groups or stakeholders that have been, or will be consulted
regarding the project.
Q.

How does this project align with the long-term strategic plans of your organization?

6.2 For the infrastructure applied for in this project submission:
Q. How will the assets associated with the completed project be managed and maintained over their
life?
Q.

How will ongoing operating and maintenance costs be funded?

Q.

Will the project design support reduced operation, maintenance and related costs over the lifecycle
of the infrastructure? (Yes/No)
 If YES, specify how.

Q.

Where the infrastructure will serve an ongoing need for the community, what activities will be
carried out to ensure that the funds will be available to replace the asset at the end of its life?

Note: approved proponents are expected to manage the completed project in a financially sustainable
manner, including planning for the eventual renewal of the infrastructure without grant support.
6.3 For all infrastructure that your organization manages:
Q. How do you keep track of the infrastructure assets you manage, including their condition and
performance?
Q.

What do you do to ensure that the service provided by the infrastructure remains cost effective/cost
efficient?

Q.

Describe any long-term planning activities that are currently used to manage infrastructure.

Q.

What are your ongoing revenue sources, and what planning is carried out to ensure that costs to
maintain, operate, and replace infrastructure assets can be met over the long-term?

SECTION 7. PROCUREMENT
Q.

Do you intend to use your own workforce and/or equipment to complete any aspects of the project?
(Yes/No)
 If YES, if proponent intends to use their own workforce to complete any aspects of the project,
pre-approval would be required by Canada in order for the costs to be eligible. (See Program
Guide)
 If YES, describe what aspects of the project would be completed with your own workforce
and/or equipment.

7.1 Awarding Contracts
Contracts are required to be awarded in a way that is fair, transparent, competitive and consistent with
value-for-money principles, and if applicable, in accordance with the Canadian Free Trade
Agreement (https://www.cfta-alec.ca/) and international trade agreements.
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Q.

At this stage, do you intend to directly award contracts (sole sourced contracts) during procurement
for any aspect of the project? (Yes/No)
 If YES, justification for sole source contracting is required and proponents are cautioned that
any associated costs with sole sourced contracts may not be deemed eligible project costs.
 If YES, complete the following fields:
 Estimated amount of the sole source contract(s)
 Contracting details not yet known
 Contracted Company(ies)
 Indicate the nature of the work (check all that apply):
o Design
o Construction
o Other
 If Other, specify
 Include justification for sole source contracting

SECTION 8. RISK and MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Proponents are required to identify all risks that are applicable to the project, and provide a brief
description of the risk and mitigation strategies undertaken or planned.
For example, describe risk and its probability (low/medium/high), impact, and mitigation response (will
risk be avoided, mitigated, transferred, or accepted). Describe the planned actions and what the residual
risk will be.
8.1 Project Complexity
Q. Select all that apply and briefly describe:
 Remote geographical location
 Unpredictable weather
 Innovative project/technologies
 Technical nature of the project
 Interdependencies between phases
 Other (Please specify)
 No risk identified
8.2 Project Readiness
Q.
Select all that apply and briefly describe:
 Project site selection hasn’t been finalized
 Land hasn’t been acquired
 Potential issues with permits or authorizations (federal, provincial, territorial and municipal)
 Industry supply may not be able to meet demand
 Other (Please specify)
 No risk identified
8.3 Project Sensitivity
Q.
Select all that apply and briefly describe:
 The project has received positive media attention
 The project has received negative media attention
 Certain stakeholders have been vocal about the project
 Other (Please specify)
 No risk identified
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8.4 Proponent Experience
Q.
Select all that apply and briefly describe:
 The proponent does not have prior experience with this type of project
 The proponent has low capacity in one or more areas: technical expertise, human resources,
reporting, etc.
 Other (Please specify)
 No risk identified

SECTION 9. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
9.1 Mandatory Supporting Documents
To ensure all documents are received, proponents are required to provide the date that the
documents will be emailed. If supporting documents are being sent at time of project submission,
please use the date that the project is submitted. If documents will be sent at a later date, indicate the
estimated date.
All project submissions require the following supporting documents in order for a project submission to
be considered complete:


Council/Board/Band Council or other appropriate governing body resolution authorizing the
project to proceed and committing proponent's contribution share of project funding. (see
http://manitoba.ca/icip for sample resolution)



Project Location Map .KML File (see http://manitoba.ca/icip for directions to create this file)



Detailed Project Cost Estimates Worksheet (see http://manitoba.ca/icip for template)



Completed federal Aboriginal Consultation and Environmental Assessment Form (see
http://manitoba.ca/icip for form)

Depending on the proponent organization type, the following additional mandatory supporting
documents may also be required in order for a project submission to be considered complete:


Not-for-Profit proponents must provide evidence of their not-for-profit status



If proponent organization is one of the following, proponent must provide documentation
acknowledging support from the municipality and/or organization the organization is working in
collaboration with, as noted in the Eligibility Section:
o

A Public for-profit Institution or a Public Not-for-Profit Institution working in collaboration
with a municipality to deliver post-secondary courses or programs that lead to recognized and
transferable post-secondary credentials;

o

A For-profit organization working in collaboration with one or more of the eligible entities or
Indigenous governments as listed Eligibility Section; or

o

A Not-for-profit organization whose central mandate is to improve Indigenous outcomes,
working in collaboration with one or more of the Indigenous entities (listed in the Eligibility
Section), a municipality, or Manitoba.
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Additionally, depending on the project, the following mandatory supporting documents may also be
required in order for a project submission to be considered complete:


For asset(s) not owned by proponent, evidence of authorization to undertake the project must be
provided from the asset owner(s) (Example: land title document, corporation papers, etc.).



For projects included in an approved documented financial plan, a copy of the plan showing where
the project is included.



For projects with approved borrowing in place, a copy of the approved borrowing bylaw or
authorizing borrowing resolution as identified in the Project Finances Section of the online form.



For projects with internal secured funds, evidence of the funds (Example: bank statements, staff
reports or resolutions of board/council directing the use of reserve funds).



For projects with external secured funds, evidence of the funds (Example: bank statements, staff
reports or resolutions of board/council directing the use of reserve funds).



Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Assessment (See Program Guide for details on Federal Climate Lens
Assessments)

9.2 Optional Supporting Documents
Proponents choosing to submit additional supporting documents will need to provide the file name and
date that the document(s) will be emailed. If supporting documents are being sent at time of project
submission, proponents should enter the date that the project is submitted. If documents will be sent at a
later date, proponents should indicate the estimated date the documents will be sent. Examples could
include letters of support, feasibility studies, or partnership/MOU agreements etc.
Q.
Q.

Optional Supporting Document File Name:
Date Emailed (Actual/Estimated):

Up to ten (10) optional supporting documents can be identified within the form.
9.3 Emailing Documents:
If your supporting documents are ready at time of submission, they can be sent by clicking the Email
Supporting Documents button on the online form. Alternatively, supporting documents can also be
emailed to ICIP@gov.mb.ca after the project has been submitted.
Proponents are encouraged to send their documents as soon as possible in order for their project
submission to be considered complete.
The project submission number must be included in the subject line of all supporting document
emails. Total attachments included in a single email cannot exceed 10MB. If attachments exceed this
limit, additional emails should be used as required.

SECTION 10. ATTESTATION
The Project Submission Form contains references to the Canada-Manitoba ICIP Integrated Bilateral
Agreement. In the event of a conflict between the Project Submission Form and the Agreement, the
Agreement will prevail.
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10.1 Proponent Attestation
Proponents will be required to attest to the following:


I understand that each proponent organization is limited to submitting five (5) projects for
consideration during this round of ICIP and that each project can only be submitted under one
funding stream/sub-stream.



I understand that proponents are required to rank their projects in priority order. This project is
ranked as the following priority: [Use drop-down to select 1-5]



I understand the following:
Federal Aboriginal Consultation may be required for a project. If required, Canada must be satisfied
that for the project, Indigenous groups have been notified and, if applicable, consulted.
Federal Environmental Assessment may also be required for a project. If required, Canada must be
satisfied that the requirements under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012
(https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-15.21/), and or other applicable federal environmental
assessment legislation is met.
If project activities commence prior to Canada having determined if Aboriginal Consultation and/or
Environmental Assessment requirements have been met (if applicable), Canada has no obligation to
pay for any component of the project.





I understand that contracts are required to be awarded in a way that is fair, transparent, competitive
and consistent with value-for-money principles, and if applicable, in accordance with the Canadian
Free Trade Agreement (https://www.cfta-alec.ca/) and international trade agreements.
I understand that submitting a completed Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Mitigation Assessment is a federal
requirement for project submissions under the Green - Climate Change Mitigation sub-stream.

For Projects with Total Eligible Project costs of $10 million or higher, the following attestations
will appear:
 I understand that this project has met the ten million dollar ($10,000,000) threshold and that
federal Climate Lens Assessments are required, which include a Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Mitigation Assessment and a Climate Change Resilience Assessment.


In addition to completing a Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Mitigation Assessment, I understand that
because this project has met the ten million dollar ($10,000,000) threshold proponents must
also complete a Climate Change Resilience Assessment as per the federal Climate Lens
Assessments requirement.



While the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Mitigation Assessment is mandatory for project
submissions to the Green - Climate Change Mitigation sub-stream (due to the direct link to the
Outcomes), I understand that the Climate Change Resilience Assessment can be deferred
until after project approval, however this work must be completed and accepted by Canada
prior to any payments toward the approved project.



I understand that this project has met the ten million dollar ($10,000,000) threshold and that
federal Community Employment Benefits reporting will be required for those projects
approved. Reporting would include community employment benefits to at least three federal
target groups: apprentices, Indigenous peoples, women, persons with disabilities, veterans,
youth, new Canadians, or small/medium-sized enterprises and social enterprises.
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I attest that the information in this project submission is complete and accurate to the best of my
knowledge at this time and that should significant changes to the information contained in this
submission occur, it is the responsibility of the proponent to provide updated information to the
Province of Manitoba for its review and consideration.



I acknowledge that this project submission is not guaranteed to be approved, nor is the amount of
ICIP funding requested, guaranteed to be approved.



I attest to have the authority to submit this project submission on behalf of the organization(s)
identified within.



Submitted By (NAME and TITLE)



Contact Information (If different than previously provided)



Date Submitted

[Auto Date Field]

10.2 Final Steps Before Submitting Project and Technical Recommendations:
All project submission sections must be 100% complete before the project can be submitted. To confirm
that all sections are complete, review the section circles at the top of the form. A green checkmark
indicates that the section is complete.
Proponents should record the project submission number, which will be visible at the top of the page, for
future reference to the submission. Proponents will also receive an auto-generated confirmation number
after the project has been submitted.
CAUTION
Proponents are strongly advised to PRINT a copy of the completed Project Submission Form and to
SAVE an electronic copy before clicking the SUBMIT button for your own records.
Saving an electronic copy will also ensure your data is not lost in the event you experience any
technical difficulties while submitting the form. Once you have clicked SUBMIT, you will not be able to
print or save the form.
Please note: the saved file is specific to, and viewable only in the online format (web-based
.DATA file).
Click the SUBMIT button to send the completed project submission and receive a confirmation number
on the next screen.
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